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Download Wireless Cracker - APK 4.0 for Android, APK file name is com.firebird.wirelesscracker and APP developer company. The latest Android APK is Vesion Wireless Cracker - 4.0 Wireless Cracker - 4.0 3.9 APK can download for free then install on Android phone. Wireless Cracker - 4.0 APK DescriptionWireless Cracker - 4.0. With this app you can see
all wireless keys on your device in raw-text. You need root access on your device! So you can read/read /wpa_supplicant.confYou can read all passwords (WPA2, WPA, WEP) unencrypted. Page 2 Follow us When you enter the world of hacking, you will know that almost every basic tutorial you will search for on the net will not be possible without a good
internet connection. Today we can find ourselves surrounded by a lot of WiFi networks everywhere. Therefore, any way of accessing them would certainly be useful and if you are here, for this reason, my friend, you are in the right place. So, why waste money on something which we can use for day to day used Android phones. Yes, you heard it right, there
are some apps that can help you gain access to wifi networks without spending any bucks. Conversely, read our article on how to keep yourself safe on public WiFi networks to stay safe. ;)In Unsended, we'll discuss 15 apps for Android that can help you gain access to a nearby WiFi network, whether it's a nearby network or owned by your neighbor. So,
start without delay: Before starting the list of best WiFi hacking apps for Android I want you to know that these apps are also present for other platforms, but I think android phone is more remotely accessible to us and therefore requires this article. Also, note that you should try these apps only on your network or on the network you have access to. I will not
be responsible for any damages made to you or anyone else's data. Aircrack-NGAN is one of the most reliable and reliable apps by many hackers. This app is also available on ubuntu platform and is widely used there. Since both Android and Ubuntu are based on Linux Kernel this app was discontinued, designed and ported by Android developers and
enthusiasts in XDA developers. Running Aircrack-NG on Android is not an issue, but where most people get stuck in finding WiFi chipsets that support monitor mode. What you need: Ubuntu 14/15/16 (or any other Linux distribution) USB OTG adapter (micro USB to USB female cable) wireless USB adapter (this is the most important tool) Android device
computer with time and patience (required) at any cost, do not give up) Trivia, BrainNow If you do not know how to install Ubuntu, please find YouTube, you will find enough tutorials that are efficient, quite easy to follow. To keep the article short and put on point, forward The process can be found on the XDA developer's website - . . Linux Nethunterkali is one
of the most popular Linux distro for ethical hacking purposes when it comes to Linux desktops. Kali Linux was founded by Mati Ahroni and is currently maintained by Aggressive Security PVT Ltd. What makes it special is this first open source Android penetration testing platform. To use NetHunter, you need to launch Kali's WiFi tool to proceed with the
process. NetHunter's simple configuration process will help you overcome the problem with configuration files. It needs a custom kernel, which supports 802.11 wireless injection. Thus, making Kali Linux an essential app. The disappointment here is that kernels provided with Android phones by default do not support 802.11 wireless injection, so unless some
Android developer for your phone develops a custom kernel with the above requirement, you can't use this tool. However, there is a list of Android devices that are officially maintained by aggressive protection for active development in Black Nethunter. For more information visit - official website of Kali Linux Nethunter 3. WiFi WPS WPA Tester WiFi WPS
WPA Tester has been developed by Sanogal SRL and is the first app in the list available on the Play Store, making it one of the most popular WiFi hacking apps. To create this app, the developer's intention was to scan the vulnerabilities found in the WiFi network. The app tests the connection of access points with WPS PINS, which are calculated with
various algorithms such as FTE-xxxDlink +1TrendNetDlinkAsAirorealtekEasyBox ArcadyanArrisDevices without root permissions. And with Android &gt; = 5.0 (Lollipop), can connect with this app, but they can not see WEP-WPA-WPA2Devices without root permissions and with Android &lt;5.0 (Lollipop), can not connect to this app and they can not see WEP-
WPA-WPA2Just for a note, you will need a lot of patience. Try this awesome app and take action on some WiFi networks by downloading directly from the Play Store. Download from Google Play Store4. WiFi WPA is also designed to find vulnerabilities in dSploitSimilar, desplolot WiFi networks for WPS tester; In other words, it's a WiFi entry test suite. This
app also helps to analyze and control your network and all other types of information. What gives this app the advantage of this app is that you can not only hack other people's WiFi but also help control devices connected to the same WiFi network. Features that dSploit provides: WiFi CrackingRouter PWNTracePort Scanner (Scan Ports) InspectorVolvability
Finder Science Cracker Packet Forgery (Change data packets in between) Man in the middle (fix the data packet you want to send) Simple sniff (stealing victim's data from phone) sniff password (from victim's device Ability to view or steal) capability) Kill the connection (disable the use of data packets, control on the victim's device) Redirect a particular URL
to photos of the attacker's choice (pop images/replace them with the people watching them) change the video (pop the videos/replace them with the ones being played) script injector (run random page script) custom filter these additional features give this app advantages over others but some users find it difficult to use and are not updated anymore. Read
more at XDA-Developers5. NMApp is a network security scanner that is available for different operating systems. It is also available for Android. It is used by ethical hackers to exploit networks and find vulnerability. One of its advantages is that it works on both root and non-root phones. Like wifi wpa wps tester, you get more features on rooted phones than
non-rooted ones. This is a great app for your Android device. This app helps to scan the network to find ports and system details like dSploit. NMAP has some features that have brought it to this list such as flexibility, portability and many other factors such as it is powerfulec open source to use so that you get all the latest updates fast for free. It supports
almost all devices. Variety of options available. In short it is a mixing combination of dSploit and WiFi WPA WPS Tester.6. ArpspoofArpspoof dsniff was written as a part of the package. Author Doug Tsang has ensured further development of his app by making it open source. This app is mainly written for network auditing. The app works on a simple
mechanism. What it does is that Spofed redirects packets to a local network by transmitting ARP messages. Arpspoof also displays packets that are sent to the device to victims, but it doesn't save them. Arpspoof Faking tries to redirect traffic found on a local network with the help of a mechanism called ARP Answers and instead found a specific victim or all
hosts to send them back. The disappointment here is that the UI of the app seems to be quite old. Read more at XDA-Developers7. WiFi Inspection WiFi Inspection is a multi-tool for computer security professionals, ethical hackers and other advanced users who want to control and monitor the networks they have or are allowed to control. Thus, basically, this
app is a WiFi security audit tool and is not really a hacking app. You will definitely need root to use this app. WiFi inspection is similar to apps like WiFi Kill and Netcut but this UI is one of the best in similar apps. It can make you discover how many people are connected to the network and you can check their IP and what devices they are using. You can also
block their network usage directly from your app. It happens so fast that only a few You get a full list of users. The design is so easy This is the factor behind the smooth operation of the app. The app supports multiple languages. The app is able to locate whatever device is connected to your network whether it is TV, laptop, mobile, PS, Xbox, etc. You also
know the manufacturer of mac address and connected devices. So don't let your neighbors enjoy any portion of your hard-earned money and don't block them all without warning. And of course this app supports the oldest of android platforms. If it doesn't work, make sure you've successfully allowed root access to it. Download from Google Play Store 8. For
network spoofsiani dSploit, Network Schoofer lets you change websites from Android phones to other people's computers or phones or any other internet accessing device. It's not a wifi password access or tool changing or hacking tool but a spoofing tool. Just log on to the WiFi network after you just download and select a type of spoof to use and then press
Start. While it's not really a kind of access testing tool, it can still show you how hard or easy it can be to hack a particular network with your Android Smartphone. Download APK9. WiFi Killife Kill is an open source app. This ethical hacking app is quite similar to the app called Net Cut in Windows OS, this app is capable of cutting anyone's Wifi on your
network. Simple and user-friendly interface makes this app very popular in this area. This app is extremely useful when you have an open WiFi or WPA based WiFi network that is not protected by a strong password. You can cut the intruder's Wifi by just a few clicks on your device. Making this app great is that it's very easy to use and even a novice can find
it extremely easy to use due to its lucid and interactive interface and easy to use tools. Using this app you can also see what another user is browsing and downloading in your WiFi network. You can also monitor the amount of data being accessed by a particular user on the network. You can also find out the name of a particular victim's company using the
same WiFi. This app is extremely popular due to its simple and efficient UI. Update: It seems like the app has been taken down from the Google Play Store. However, you can use an app that is even better called cSploit.10. The Netcuts app of Arkai.com also has the same functionality as the WiFi Kill app. NetCut has been a very popular app for Windows
platform and Arcai recently launched it for Android platform. The advantage it offers on WiFi Kill is that it can keep your WiFi safe from other Netcut softwares but such features require a paid subscription. About Netcut I like there are a few things that the best part is that it's the most basic Android version 2.3.3 Gingerbread Supports up to the latest Android
versions. So if you're on one of the older versions, there are, The concern is netcut to save you. (Although I advise you to get a new phone guy :P, which has marshmallows because if you're in this article you're definitely a technical freak) and another thing I should definitely mention is that if someone is trying to deceive you, Netcut has a defender running to
save you ☺Her there are some features of Netcut. : Track that's using your WiFi networkblock if you see some wrong activity you have complete control to block someone on your WiFi network. Arcai's UI.com is better than WiFi kill, but the ads are quite annoying and a disappointment, even if you are given the option of a premium subscription. Download
from Google Play Store11. YBR+ WISB+ was also created to test the integrity and security of wifi networks. This app uses brute force and dictionary based methods to help you and answer questions like how to hack wifi networks. You can also use custom dictionary methods to attack and find Wifi passwords. Depending on your preference and network
type, you can select different options such as numbers, lowercase, uppercase, and special characters - to perform a different dictionary-based attack. Depending on the strength of your password, it takes time to crack the WIBR+ password, so this is a face down for this app. Read more at XDA Developers 12. WPS Connect when it comes to WiFi hacking,
WPS Connect comes to my mind because the ease that users are provided to use this app is outstanding. If you want to check the security of your WiFi network, I'm sure it's a good option and you'd love to use it. Most probably you will succeed because this app supports the maximum number. The router and this increases your chances of successfully
breaking into the WiFi network. Using this app is as simple as it looks. Just download the app, and crack the network with vulnerabilities. This app actually targets networks that are easily vulnerable using some default PIN combos. Most major routers are weak and if the user is a noob, your chances of achieving success actually become higher. As I've
already mentioned this article is for educational purposes, so don't try to hack your neighbor's WiFi or you might be in trouble, although you can check the security of your own WiFi using these apps. And this app definitely requires root access and you can root it easily if your device doesn't root it. Just search for 'how to root' &lt;your device's= name=&gt;and
you will find many tutorials. Download from Google Play Store13. ZAnti Penetration Test Android Hacking Toolkit is a mobile penetration test hacking toolkit for Android that lets you use your WiFi network Helps to detect the amount of sensitivity. The app interface is simple and fluid. the zANTI Access Toolkit is very easy to use due to its simple UI
&lt;/Your&gt;&lt;/Your&gt; Thus it enables IT security administrators, ethical hackers and other types of users to simulate and detect an advanced attacker who can gain access to the network and thus try to identify malicious devices or technologies that they can use in the dark side without appearing to compromise the corporate network. If you are eager to
know about the security of your WiFi network and the different methods, you can use to protect yourself from hackers and other users, this app is a must for you! 14। Fing Network ToolsFing network tool helps to detect and analyze more about your network, just like zANTI. This app requires root access to your android. This helps you find out that all devices
are connected to your WiFi network in a few seconds. This app is very easy to use, fast and yet accurate. Fing is a professional app for network analysis and is used by security analysts and all types of hackers and at all levels. A simple, fluid and intuitive interface helps you evaluate security levels for your WiFi and then detect intruders or attackers and
eventually block them or solve your network issues. Download from Google Play Store15. WIFI AnalyzerNow can be a lot of Android apps that can help you log into a WiFi network but this process can take quite a long time. It completely becomes a disappointment to crack a network and eventually find out that it's crowded and a very slow pace. Therefore,
WiFi Analyzer helps you analyze the different types of WiFi networks that are available to you and create graphs and data according to network and data speed and reliability. By doing this you can find a less crowded network with more data speeds and crack your time the network most suitable for you. Download it from the Google Play Store to upgrade,
there is a tremendous number of apps in the market that can help you play with weak WiFi networks but it will all be impossible if I try to include them. So I tried to shorten my list and do research keeping in mind certain criteria after I came up with these apps. These are some of the best WiFi hacking apps that you can find on the market at the moment.
ALSO READ: Best game hacking apps from Android require root access to all apps in the top-foresaid list. So, a basic requirement for you is just to root your device if you haven't rooted your Android device yet and try all the apps I mentioned in this article and I can bet you'll like it if you're also a technical geek or technical enthusiast like me. Finally, I want to
warn you again that everything I have taught you in this article is only for educational purposes, so these apps Try on your or your friends' network with permission if you don't want to get into any trouble or face any kind of risk. The above list includes all the apps that can help you master at least The area of WiFi hacking when it comes to Android. This list
not only includes apps that can help you gain access to the network but this list will also help you find the different ways you can use to increase the security of your WiFi network to the best possible extent. So, now I think I can now wrap it up here and I hope you would have liked this article. I tried my best to research well, take on a wider time in testing and
give you the best apps to try wifi hacking on your WiFi network using your Android device. Thank you :) :)
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